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FINANCE COMMITTEE CALL FOR EVIDENCE ON THE LAND AND BUILDINGS  
TRANSACTION TAX (SCOTLAND) BILL 

 
SUBMISSION FROM BRODIES 

 

Land and Buildings Transaction Tax (Scotland) Bill 
1. We welcome the opportunity to respond to the Call for Evidence on the Land 
and Buildings Transaction Tax (Scotland) Bill. In response to the call for views on the 
general principles of the LBTT Bill, we would comment as follows: 
 
Uncertainty 
2. We understand that the Scottish Ministers do not intend to announce the rates 
of LBTT until nearer April 2015. We have spoken with clients and agents regarding 
the impact of the uncertainty of rates of LBTT and other aspects of the introduction of 
LBTT and the overriding message from all was that uncertainty may discourage 
investment in the Scottish market.   
  
3. We believe it would be advisable for Scottish Government to give some 
indication of the likely level of LBTT rates in Scotland from April 2015, for example, 
an indication of the maximum rate of LBTT which would be introduced, so that 
inward investors do not rule out investments in Scotland and the property market as 
a whole is not adversely affected due to uncertainty.  
 
Clarity and guidance 
4. A fundamental problem with SDLT has been the complexity of the provisions 
and the administrative arrangements. We recommend that the Scottish Government 
should seek to ensure that the LBTT guidance is readily available and easily 
understood, and that the guidance is finished and available before LBTT is 
introduced. Assuming that the LBTT guidance will be made available on the internet, 
we would point out that there should be a facility to print out the guidance (or parts of 
it) so that the basis on which a return has been prepared can be supported. This is 
particularly important if guidance changes in the period between submission of the 
return and any enquiry into the LBTT return.  
 
5. We also recommend that the Scottish Government should introduce a helpline 
staffed by adequately trained specialist personnel. The lack of technically trained 
staff at the HMRC helpline has been very frustrating for those of us completing SDLT 
Returns on behalf of clients.  
 
Transitional Rules 
6. We believe greater clarity is required in relation to the transitional rules 
between SDLT and LBTT. There were considerable practical difficulties when SDLT 
was introduced in distinguishing between those transactions which were subject to 
SDLT and those which remained in the stamp duty regime. This is undesirable from 
a practical perspective and is also not in the spirit of the changes introduced by the 
Scotland Act 2012. 
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7. We would predict that taxpayers will expect that no SDLT returns of any kind 
will need to be submitted in relation to transactions involving land in Scotland after 
April 2015 but question whether the transitional rules in the Scotland Act 2012 do 
achieve this result. 
 
8. We urge the Scottish Government to look into the transitional arrangements 
carefully, and to seek to ensure (by agreement with the UK government) that after 
April 2015 only LBTT returns have to be submitted and that only payments of LBTT 
need to be made. 
 
9. Turning to the particular points listed in the Call for Evidence, we would 
comment as follows: 
 
Proportional progressive structure 
10. We support the introduction of progressive tax structure for residential 
transactions. As well as being a much fairer approach for residential purchasers, this 
will benefit house builders who are under pressure to ensure selling prices are below 
the £250,000 threshold in order to benefit from the 1% rate.  
 
11. We have concerns that in relation to commercial properties there could be a 
disproportionate effect on the high value transactions liable to the top rate of LBTT. 
Although there is numerically fewer top end value investments these are significant 
in terms of the implications for Scotland. As we have commented previously, if 
Scotland is perceived to be more expensive in fiscal terms in comparison with, for 
example, England, investors will be discouraged from investing in Scotland.  
 
12. There have been indications that the Scottish Government will take measures 
to restrict the disproportionate effect of the progressive structure on higher value 
transactions. We would urge Ministers to confirm as soon as possible if this is indeed 
the case and how it will be achieved. 
 
Approach to tax avoidance 
13. We are pleased to note that section 75A has not been replicated in the LBTT 
Bill and that a General Anti Avoidance (or Anti Abuse) Rule is to be included, in the 
Taxes Management Bill. We believe that this will lead to a more robust system and 
less likelihood of avoidance activities.  
 
The proposed exemptions under the Bill 
14. We note the absence of licences to occupy from the exemptions. Licences to 
occupy have been exempted from SDLT. This immediately throws up a difference in 
the charging regimes for property taxes in Scotland when compared with the 
remainder of the UK which in turn may give rise to the perception that property taxes 
are higher in Scotland. Fuelling such perceptions may have an adverse effect on the 
market. 
 
15. We understand that the Scottish Government is keen to ensure that long term 
licences to occupy for valuable consideration do not avoid the requirement to pay 
LBTT but we would suggest that a blanket removal of the exemption from LBTT of 
licences to occupy is too big a step to take. We would suggest that the Government 
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takes the opportunity to review the position on licences when consulting on the 
treatment of non-residential leases and introduces categories of licences which will 
be exempt from LBTT. 
 
The proposed reliefs under the Bill 
 
The absence of sub-sale relief 
16. As the LBTT Bill is drafted at the moment, no sub-sale relief is available for 
transactions involving 3 parties, which in a lot of cases will be transactions involving 
seller (A) selling to developer (B) who then sells on all or part of the property to final 
purchaser (C). 
 
17. The absence of sub-sale relief will result in party B paying LBTT in situations 
where they didn't have to pay SDLT before – again leading to a perception, or indeed 
reality that developers in Scotland face higher costs/double taxation when compared 
with the rest of the UK. Given the state of the construction industry, such proposals 
for higher taxation cannot be justified or supported.   
 
18. We are aware that sub-sale relief has been used in schemes devised to avoid 
paying SDLT, but would point out that in many cases, it is used to facilitate the 
progress of development deals. Proposals have been introduced in the UK to 
address the abuse of the sub-sale relief in relation to SDLT. These proposals if 
introduced would require the middle party in a sub-sale to claim relief if the relevant 
conditions are met. Although such a change is not ideal from the developer's 
perspective in many cases, whichever proposal is eventually adopted, the end result 
will be that relief is still available in relation to SDLT.  
 
19. We urge the Scottish Ministers to reconsider the blanket removal of sub-sale 
relief. We would suggest that in circumstances where title to the property is not 
registered by the middle party, the end purchaser pays not less than market value 
and the sub-sale satisfies the current conditions of having been completed 
contemporaneously with the original purchase, no LBTT should be payable by the 
middle party. 
 
Charities relief 
20. We do not believe that LBTT charities relief should only be available to 
charities which are registered with OSCR. We believe LBTT charities relief should 
also be available to charities registered with the Charity Commission or recognised 
as charities by HM Revenue and Customs, and also to overseas charities operating 
in Scotland, whether or not they are required to register with OSCR. Although UK 
charities which occupy property in Scotland are required to register with OSCR, this 
is not a requirement for charities which purchase investment properties here. We do 
not see why such charities should be denied LBTT charities relief.  
 
Relief for Scottish Limited Partnerships 
21. We would suggest that Scottish Limited Partnerships (SLPs) should be 
treated as bodies corporate for the purposes of LBTT group relief, so that assets can 
be transferred between sister companies owned by an SLP without an LBTT charge. 
This is not the case for SDLT because an SLP is not treated as a body corporate but 
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it is not treated as being transparent for SDLT purposes like an English limited 
partnership because an SLP has separate legal personality.  
 
Treatment of non-residential leases 
22. The current complexities in the SDLT lease code should not be mirrored in 
LBTT - a much simpler system is required. We are pleased that the Government has 
opted to delay the issuing of provisions dealing with non-residential leases and hope 
that the opportunity is taken to introduce a system which is more straightforward and 
works for all types of non-residential leases in Scotland. 
  
23. Available options include a charge based on the average rent, similar to the 
stamp duty system, a charge on rent actually paid, or an NPV based system but 
including an option for payment by instalments. The option for payment in 
instalments could assist in situations where the rent payable under a lease is not 
confirmed when the tenant takes entry to the property such as in leases with 
turnover rent provisions. 
   
Treatment of companies, partnerships and trusts 
24. We believe that the SDLT partnership regime is extremely complicated and 
that it should not be adopted in the LBTT legislation. A simpler system is required. 
The inclusion of a GAAR in the Scottish tax legislation should have made it possible 
for the LBTT rules to be drafted without many of the complexities which have been 
included in the SDLT partnership code in order to counter a range of planning 
schemes and perceived avoidance risks. It would appear that the partnership 
provisions in the LBTT Bill are no less complex than those contained in the SDLT 
legislation. 
 
25. We welcome the reference to further consideration of the provisions dealing 
with partnerships and trusts in the Policy Memorandum and would suggest that 
consideration is given to separate rules for different types of partnerships. For 
example, property funds which are set up using partnership structures operate quite 
differently from family farming partnerships. There would be merit in crafting different 
rules for different types of partnerships, and this could lead to greater clarity.  
 
26. We also believe that in some respects the SDLT treatment of transfers of land 
into partnerships “connected” with the transferor (where no SDLT is paid even where 
consideration is paid or provided) is out of line with the treatment of transfers to 
companies connected with the transferor (where SDLT is generally paid on the 
market value, even where no consideration is given). We believe the treatment of 
transfers of land to partnerships and companies should be similar, perhaps with no 
LBTT charge where there is no consideration, but LBTT being paid where 
consideration is paid.  
  
The role of Revenue Scotland 
27. We would reiterate our general comments above in relation to the need for 
clarity and guidance. There will also need to be clear guidance about the 
demarcation between the responsibilities of Revenue Scotland and Registers of 
Scotland. Taxpayers and agents will have to be certain as to whom they should be 
dealing with for what. For example, will the LBTT return always be submitted to 
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Registers of Scotland even where title or lease does not require to be registered? It 
will also be important for information to be shared by Revenue Scotland and 
Registers of Scotland, for example if Revenue Scotland are dealing with queries 
from taxpayers or their agents, Revenue Scotland will need to have up to date 
access to the online land transaction return system. 
  
The role of Registers of Scotland 
28. We are aware that the introduction of LBTT and the passing of responsibility 
for collection of LBTT to Registers of Scotland for land transactions requiring 
registration will coincide with or happen before the introduction of the new system of 
Automated Registration of Title to Land. ARTL has been heavily criticised for its 
unworkable nature and we understand that Registers are working hard to improve 
the functionality of ARTL. 
 
29. It is essential that both the LBTT system and the ARTL system work smoothly 
separately and together and that all teething problems have been addressed before 
the systems go live. To facilitate the smooth introduction and subsequent day to day 
operation of the LBTT system, Registers of Scotland must be given adequate 
support and resources to deal with it. 
  
Administration of LBTT 
30. At clause 10(3) the Bill as drafted provides that if a transaction is substantially 
performed and then completed at a later date by a conveyance, the substantial 
performance and conveyance are both notifiable transactions. Such a requirement to 
notify HMRC of the conveyance exists under the current SDLT regime. As far as we 
are aware, very few taxpayers adhere to this rule if they have paid the SDLT which is 
due at the point of substantial performance. 
  
31. We would suggest that an additional Return should only be required on 
conveyance when additional LBTT is payable and that taxpayers should be entitled 
to make a declaration that no tax is payable at the point of conveyance. If the types 
of Return required under the SDLT regime are introduced for LBTT, we would 
suggest that HMRC would have sufficient information at the point of substantial 
performance. Removing the need for a second Return on conveyance where no 
further tax is payable would also ease the administrative burden for Revenue 
Scotland and Registers of Scotland. 
 
 

 


